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Abstract
This research proposes a set of tools (definitions, theorems,
models and algorithms) to solve the problem of conceptually
structuring or classifying a data sample.
Two models (hard and fuzzy) are introduced. These
models permit the solving of the conceptual structuring of
spaces in a theoretic frame where the attributes used to
describe the objects under study can be of a quantitative or
qualitative nature, or both natures and where the absence of
information is permitted (missing values). The obtaining of
the conceptual algorithms from the proposed models are
déscribed.
A new formulation is also proposed of the concept of the
symbolic object in such form that the proposed conceptual
models remain as a particular case of this new formulation.
In fact this new proposition extends the theoretic frame in
such a manner that the tools of the classical data analysis
also remain as a particular case of the new formulation.
In a general form, the obtained results can be appreciated
since they do not exhaust the development of this thematic,
but the work already made opens new researches, above all,
at the present time it is of great importance to solve
intelligent data analysis problems.
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1 Introduction
In many ofthe applied sciences the problem ofrevealing the
underlying structure in a collection of objects (situations,
measurements, observations, phenomena, etc.) is present.
This 9bject information is typically stored in plain files, data
bases or some other electronic means in a structured form.
The problem with classifying or structuring this information
has been studied intensively in the area of unsupervised
Pattem Recognition ("cluster analysis"). The methods
developed in this area, form clusters on the base of very
similar object pairs and ignore the usefulness of the meaning
of the obtained clusters, this last one being a more natural
elen'lent for the final users.
AII the traditional techniques of unsupervised Pattem
Recognition have the disadvantage of forming clusters
which do not have a conceptual interpretation. The problem
with the meaning of the obtained clusters is left up to the
specialist. This disadvantage is significant since the
specialist, for purposes of investigation or work, not only
requires the clusters, but in addition requires an explanation
of them in humans terms.
The conceptual clustering arises from Michalski's work
(1980), this approach proposes to find from a data set, not
only the clusters in which these are structured but also the
composed explanation of such clusters. The conceptual
clustering is composed of two fundamental tasks: the cluster
of object where useful subsets of an object sample are
determined, and the characterization which determines
concepts for each subset discovered.
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In this form, we can consider that a conceptual
structuralization of spaces problem consists of fmding, in a
general form, a coverage of a object set under study, as well
as the properties or concepts associated to the found clusters
or structures.
In the last two decades, different conceptual ~lustering
algorithms have been proposed (see Briscoe and Caelli,
1996), within the most representative we canc mention:
EPAM (Feigenbaum, 1963), CLUSTER/2 (Micha1ski,
1983), UNIMEM (Lebowitz, 1985), COBWEB (Fisher,
1990), CLASSIT (Gennari et al., 1990), COBWEB/3
(McKusick and Thompson, 1990), WITT (Hanson, 1990),
LINNEO+ (Béjar y Cortés, 1992), CONCEPTUAL KMEANS (Ralambondrainy, 1995). In this doctoral research
a critical study was realized from the above, .where the
practical fmdings and limitations are shown (see, MartínezTrinidad, 2000a).
This work is organized in the fo11owing manner: As a first
step we forníally propose the conceptual structuralization of
spacesproblem. Later, a new model of conceptual clustering
algorithms is presented with their generalization in the fuzzy
case. The conceptual structuralization problem is also
approached from the formalism of the Theory of Symbolic
Objects. Finally, the work that will be developed in the
future is enumerated.
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the

Problem

The conceptual structuralization of spaces problem (see;
Martínez-Trinidad,
2000b y Martínez-Trinidad
and
Guzmán-Arenas, 2001) is formulated as follows. Let Mbe a
set of objects. A description 1(0) is defmed for each object
OEM and this is represented by a finite sequence
XJ(O),X1(0)...,Xm(O) ofvalues ofm attributes of the set
R = {XJ,X1...,Xm}' with Xi(O)EMi, Mi being the set of
admissible values of the attribute Xi. In addition, we will
assume that in Mi there is a symbol * which denotes the
information absence, i=l,...,m. In other words, the object
description can be incomplete. This is, for at least one
attribute the value is not known. Let us consider that
I(O)EMJxM2x,...,xMm (this Cartesian product is the initial
representation space IRS of the objects). The nature of the
features or
attribútes by
consequence can be,
simultaneously, any (qualitative: Boolean, multi-valued,
fuzzy , linguistic and other; or quantitative: whole, real).
Meanwhile, we will not assume any algebraic or
topological structure for the IRS. Consider the function Ci
:Mi xMi ~ Li such that
a)

Ci(Xi(O),Xi(O))= ':!1J {Ci(Xi(O),Xi(OJ)}

if

Ci

is

a

comparison criterion of dissimilarity between attribute
values x i or
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comparison criterion of similarity

of Spaces

between attribute

values Xi fori=I,...,m.
Ci is an evaluation of the degree of similarity (or
dissimilarity) between any two values of the attribute Xi
where Li is a totally ordered set, i=I,...,m.
Let r: (MJ x...xMmy

~ L be a function, where L is a

totally ordered set; r will be denominated a similarity
function and is an evaluation of the degree of similarity
between two descriptions, any pertainmg to MI.
Usually, the object information (their descriptions) is
given in form ofa table or matrix Ml=lxi(Oj)L.,

with n rows

(object descriptions) and m columns (values of each
attribute in the selected objects).
The conceptual structuralization of spaces problem over
M consists in determining the covered set {KJ, K2,...'Kc}
c>l, as well as the set of associated concepts for each Ki
i=I,...,c. In principie Ki could be hard or fuzzy subsets ofM
and these could be disjoint or not.
3
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Clustering
From the previous formulation, a new model of
conceptual clustering algorithms was introduced for the hard
case, this means, when the found clusters are hard subsets of
.the space to be structured (in the sense of the classical
theory of sets).
In all problems related to the Theory of Sets, the sets can
be determined in an extensional or intentional form. In the
problem of conceptual structure of spaces this double
situation also arises. From there the proposed model
responds to this idea. Then, given a set of object
descriptions, the goal is to fmd a natural conceptual
structuralization (clusters and concepts) of these objects in
the initial representation space. This conceptual structure
must be reached using some similarity measurement
between objects and attending a certain
property or
clustering criterion II to generate the clusters. The clusters
generated wiII have associated one or more properties that
characterize the classified objects in them. From there, sets
must be selected from appropriate attributes to characterize
the clusters that compose the structure.
In this manner, the new model (see Martínez- Trinidad and
Ruiz-Shulcloper, 1996) is composed of two stages, the first
is denominated extensional structuralization, where the
clusters are created over the base of similarity between the
same ones and a certain criteria II that indicates how to use
this similarity .An important result in this direction was the
study rea1ized on the relations between the clusters
generated by different clustering criteria (see, Martínez et
aL 2000b).

~
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This is summarized in figure I, the shown hierarchy
imposes an order between clusters, according to their
generality , it can result useful in practice. The inferior levels
contain very specific categories (or even outstanding
isolated objects) while the superior levels are formed by a
more general structure set. This structure disposition can
supply, for one same object universe, different visions ofthe
same, consistent in structures with different abstraction
levels.

/
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of each cluster tsee, Zadeh, 1965). 1 wo prmclpal obJectlves
in this sense are solved with the fuzzy structure model: a)
obtain a fuzzy extensional structuralization of a set of fuzzy
clusters; b) obtain an intentional structure, that is to say,
obtain a conceptual characterization of the fuzzy clusters in
terms of appropriate attribute sets.
~
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Figure I. Graph ofthe inclusion between the clustering criterion
nucleuses

The second stage of the model is called intentional
structuralization, where the associated concepts to each
cluster are built.
The new conceptual clustering model proposed (see,
Martínez-Trinidad and Ruiz-Shulcloper, 1997a) start with a
set of object descriptions to structur~. The similarity
functions between attributes and objects must be defined
according to the form in which the practical expert does it.
Following, the structures or clusters K¡,...,Kc are found
through the application of a clustering criterion. The objects
are fixed in. a matrix form to select appropriate subsets of
attributes t¡,...,tr, that will be useful to characterize the found
clusters. Two altematives where proposed, using classical
typical testors (see Martínez- Trinidad and Ruiz-Shulcloper,
1999a) and typical testors by class (Martinez- Trinidad and
Ruiz-Shulcloper, 1999b). The construction of the associated
properties or concepts to each cluster Ki i=l,...,c is based on
the sets of selected attributes, the application of the operator
REFUNION on t, that constructs the concepts (RU) and the
generalization rules application (GEN operator, see
Martínez- Trinidad et al., 1999c) to simplify the concepts.
An algorithm of the new proposed model can be obtained
following the flow diagram from figure 2.
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Clustering
In the professional practice of the soft sciences, specialists
frequently
encounter the problem
of
conceptual
unsupervised classification in what results of much interest
to know not only what objects pertain to the clusters, but
also to what measurement or degree the objects pertain to
the clusters or in what measurement they satisfy the property
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Figure 2: Flow diagram to obtain a hard
conceptual

algorithm

of the new model

Conceming the first objective, a structuralization of the
object representation space is obtained in Ruspini fuzzy
partitions (Ruspini, 1969), fuzzy 13-partitions, and fuzzy 13overings (Ruiz-Shulcloper and Montellano-Ballesteros,
1995). In addition, mixed information was considered, that
is, quantitative and qualitative data, information absence,
and the analogy criteria to compare the values of the
attributes and descriptions of the objects (subdescriptions)
are not necessarily distances. In the second objective, the
concept or concepts that characterize each of the obtained
clusters .are built in the fuzzy extensional structuralization.
This stage consists of selecting sets of attributes (appropriate
sets) and building the properties that characterize the objects
of each cluster.
In this manner, the new model is composed oftwo stages,
the first one is denominated as an extensional
structuralization, where the clusters are created over the base
of similarity between them and a certain fuzzy clustering
criterion ~, that indicates how to use this similarity .In this
case in an analog manner to the hard model, the relations of
the set between the generated clusters where studied for
different fuzzy clustering criterion, (see Martínez- Trinidad
et al., 2000). Figure 1 shows these relations.
The second stage of the model is called intentional
structuralization, and is where the associated concepts to
each fuzzy cluster are built.
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The new fuzzy conceptual clustering model (see, MartínezTrinidad and Ruiz-Shulcloper, 1997b) starts with a set of
object descriptions to structure. The similarity functions
between attributes and objects must be defined in the same
manner as in the hard model. Following, the fuzzy structures
or clusters Kl ,..., Kc are found through the application of
some fuzzy clustering criterion ~, and the objects are fixed
in a matrix form to select appropriate subsets of attributes
that will be useful to characterize the found clusters. In this
case, the discriminant attribute concept was introduced to
select the attributes under a fuzzy context (see, MartínezTrinidad and Ruiz-Shulcloper, 1999b). The construction of
the associated properties or concepts to each cluster K;
i=J,...,c is made in base to the discriminant attributes sets
t1,...,t" and the application ofthe REFUNION operator on t
(RU), that builds the concepts, and the application of the
generalization rules (GEN operator), to simplify the
concepts. An algorithm of the new proposed model can be
obtained following the tlow diagram from figure 3.

5 Symbolic

Objects

The concept of Symbolic Objects (SO) has its origin in the
developed works on conceptual clustering by Michalski and
Diday in the early 80's. Thereafter, Diday and his group
developed this concept as well as a set of tools for the
analysis of symbolic data (see Diday, 1995; Gowda and
Diday, 1991; Gowda and Diday, 1992a; Gowda and Diday,
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1992b; Gowda and Ravi, 1995a; and Gowda and Ravi,
1995b).
This research studied in a critical manner the Diday SO
model, as a consequencea new SO model was proposed (see
Ruiz-Shulcloper et al., 1997). For the new model definition,
the symbolic attribute concept was introduced. This concept
covers three kinds of attributes: heterogeneous relational
attributes, homogeneous relational attributes and attributes
of type set. This last type covers the classical attributes that
are used in the analysis of data.
On the basis of the symbolic attribute concept, a new SO
definition in terms of a Cartesian description is introduced,
which can have associated an extensional determination and
an intentional determination. According to the extensional
determination, the SO can be hard, fuzzy or L-fuzzy.
According to the intentional determination (and the selected
calculus) the SO can be Boolean, K-valent, fuzzy, ofbelief,
probabilistic, possibilistic, models, etc.
As part of the research, different comparison criteria
between symbolic attributes where introduced. The concept
of the partial and total similarity function between symbolic
objects was also introduced (see, Martínez- Trinidad, 2000a).
Once these concepts are defined, all the resting dependent
concepts of these are left analogically defined. This is the
case for the clustering criteria (hard and fuzzy). From here
the two conceptual clustering models mentioned before are
left as a particular case of the symbolic object model here
proposed. With the exception that the new proposal permits
the approach of more complex situations (more complex
objects). Of course, they must be defmed, for that purpose,
the appropriate comparison criteria for more complex
symbolic attributes.
The new proposal of symbolic objects permits the
representation of object observations that the classical frame
does not permit; in this manner, in this new proposal it is
possible to represent objects whose attributes depend more
of a universe of objects, attributes denominated relational.
The objects are not necessarily described by attributes that
take only one value but a set of values. These objects give
the possibility of introducing in its definition,more complex
information like probabilities, possibilities and beliefs. In
addition, the symbolic objects permit the object description
in an intentional manner, giving flexibility to express
variation in the values that the attributes take
([color=[ red,white ]]) and also expressing restrictions
between the values ofthe attribute ([weight ~350]).
Speaking in general terms we can say that there exist four
types of data analysis depending on the data input and
output: a)numerical analysis of classical data; b) numerical
analysis of symbolic objects (for example, calculation of
statistical properties in the extensional determinations of the
symbolic objects); c) symbolic analysis of classical data, for
example, the one that is made with conceptual clustering;
and d) symbolic analysis of symbolic object where the input
and output of the methods are symbolic objects. The new
formulation of the symbolic object gives place to the 4 types
of analysis mentioned before, which makes the classical data
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analysis remain as a particular case of the new Theory of
Symbolic Objects.
The long term objective is to reduce a stretch between the
classical data analysis (where the objects are seen as points
in an n-dimensional space) and the artificial intelligence
(where the major emphasis is in the knowledge, reasoning
and leaming representation). With the definition of the
symbolic objects, we pretend that the data analysis be
converted into knowledge analysis.
6 Conclusions

and

Future

Work

The objective of proposing tools to solve the conceptual
structuralization of spaces problem was met. By tools we
mean: definitions, theorems, models and algorithms.
Two models of conceptual clustering were introduced, the
first constitutes an altemative for the solution of conceptual
clustering problems, where the objects of study are
described by qualitative and quantitative attributes
simultaneously, and where incomplete descriptions or
information absence ofthe attributes can exist.
The proposed fuzzy model is the first reported in
literature, the importance of this model is based in the
originality and the transcendency that this line of research
has in the problem solution of Data Mining and Knowledge
Discovery .
Finally, the new proposal of the defmition of the symbolic
objects in terms of symbolic attributes permits a wider work
frame to approach space conceptual structuring problems, in
that research it was shown how this new formulation opens
new lines of research like: numerical analysis of classic
data; the numerical analysis of symbolic objects; the
symbolic analysis of classical data; and the symbolic
analysis of symbolic objects. We can observe from here that
the classical data analysis remains as a particular case of the
new Theory of Symbolic Objects introduced in this research.
As a further short term project it is intended to develop
improvements in the intentional stage of the proposed
conceptual clustering models. It is also of great importance
to develop conceptual algorithms of restricted type, that is to
say, where a priori you can specify the number of clusters to
form.
Finally, it is intended to study each one of the four
possible analysis of data that arise from the new proposed
SO Theory.
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